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Jean-Michel Basquiat was a Neo-Expressionist painter in the 1980s. The 

movement was known to have had a lot of young and experimental artists. 

Basquiat was born in Brooklyn, New York on the 22nd of December 1960. He 

died on 12th of August 1988. Basquiat’s mother was Puerto Rican and his 

father Haitian-American. His work was often inspired by his heritage. He 

produced a lot of self-portraits and his work contained a mixture of words, 

symbols, stick figures and animals. 

As a self- taught artist he began drawing at an early age. He began drawing at 

an early age on sheets of paper his father brought home from the office. As 

he delved deeper into his creative side, his mother strongly encouraged him 

to pursue his talents. He was noticed as a graffiti artist using the name 

“SAMO”. His work could be found on trains and Manhattan buildings. He sold 

sweatshirts and postcards featuring his artwork on the streets before his 

painting career took off and lived on the streets and in friend’s basements. 

He worked with his friend Andy Warhol in the mid-1980s, which resulted in a 

show of their work that featured a series of logos and cartoon characters.  

He used bold colours in his work working in a range of materials such as      

oil-stick, acrylic, and spray-paint and he worked on giant canvases.  

Although he struggled at the beginning of his career, (both the Museum of 

Modern Art and Whitney Museum of American Art rejected his work) his 

paintings came to be respected in the art world with people paying as much 

as $50,000 for a Basquiat original. 

In May 2018 a Japanese billionaire bought “Untitled”, a 1982 painting of a 

skull for $110.5 million. The sale broke the record not only for the highest 

priced piece of work by an American artist but also for an artwork created 

after 1980. It was also the highest priced Basquiat painting.  

                                   

 

1. What struggles did Basquiat face throughout his life? Do you think 

these struggles supported his journey in becoming a successful 

artist? 

2. How old was Basquiat when he died? 

3. What genre did Basquiat work in? What did his artwork include? 

4. What did Basquiat do to promote his artwork at the beginning of his 

career? 

5. What was the event that propelled his art career?  

6. Do you think Basquiat is an influential icon? Explain your reasons.  

7. Do you consider Basquiat’s work to be art? Explain your answer.  
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